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Three‐level performance‐based optimization method of steel frames
Abstract
This paper describes a three‐level performance‐based optimization model
and an estimate method of residual top displacement for steel frames at
three earthquake levels. The steel frames are supposed to be elastic at fre‐
quent earthquake, inelastic and hardening at occasional and rare earth‐
quakes, respectively. The estimate formula is derived and estimate proce‐
dure is given in detail. The estimate method only needs to use only one
pushover analysis until steel frames yield. The yield point is obtained auto‐
matically in the proposed method. The estimate method is able to make op‐
timization process uninterrupted. Optimal design of a 3‐story 2‐bay steel
frame is demonstrated to validate the proposed method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Performance‐based design refers to the methodology in which structural design criteria are expressed in terms
of achieving a set of performance objectives Ghobarah, 2001 . The structural seismic design needs to be based on
the defined multiple performance objectives and earthquake hazard levels. The performance objectives can be de‐
fined as three levels i.e., serviceability, life safety, and collapse prevention associated with three earthquake haz‐
ard levels i.e., frequent, occasional, and rare earthquakes . The structure should has no damage at serviceability
level when it meets the frequency earthquake in Eurocode 8 European Committee for Standardization, 2004 . The
structure is allowed to have moderate and severe damage at life safety and collapse prevention levels when it meets
occasional and rare earthquakes, respectively in Eurocode 8 European Committee for Standardization, 2004 .
Therefore, at life safety and collapse prevention levels, it is necessary to explicitly consider the inelastic behav‐
ior of the structures. The nonlinear time‐history analysis is believed to be the most rigorous procedure to evaluate
the inelastic behavior of structures. However, the nonlinear time‐history analysis methods are believed not to be
practical for everyday design because they involve computational and modeling effort, convergence problem and
complexity Liu et al., 2010; Gencturk and Elnashai, 2008 . The simplified nonlinear analysis methods are prefera‐
ble to evaluate the inelastic behavior of structures in civil engineering practice Fajfar, 1999, 2000 . The simplified
nonlinear analysis methods are based on pushover analysis to determine structural capacity diagram and on design
response spectra to represent demand diagram. The N2 method Fajfar, 1999, 2000, 2002; Kreslin and Fajfar, 2012
and capacity spectrum method Freeman, 1998; Zou and Chan, 2005; Gencturk and Elnashai, 2008 are typical
simplified nonlinear analysis methods. The N2 method has been implemented in Eurocode 8 European Committee
for Standardization, 2004 . The capacity spectrum methods have been applied in ATC 40 Applied Technology
Council, 1996 and FEMA 356 Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2000 in different iterative procedures.
The N2 method can determine performance point with no need for iteration. The simplified nonlinear analysis
methods have been briefly reviewed in literature Fajfar, 2002 .
The simplified nonlinear analysis methods can obtain seismic demands top displacement, inter‐story drifts,
etc. at different hazard levels. The seismic demands are compared with performance targets specified limits on
top displacement, inter‐story drifts etc. for the relevant performance levels. If the seismic demands are equal to or
less than performance targets, it means the structures perform well at different hazard levels. If the seismic de‐
mands are greater than performance targets, the structural performance is unsatisfied at different hazard levels.
The new structures must be modified and the existing structures must be strengthened until the structures perform
well at different hazard levels. Therefore, it is still tedious to design a new structure which can perform well at
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different hazard levels using the simplified nonlinear analysis methods, although it may be relatively simple to eval‐
uate performance of the existing structures at different hazard levels.
The author ever proposed an optimization procedure for seismic design of steel frames for multi‐performance
and multi‐hazard levels Liu and Paavola 2015 . However, the inter‐story drifts are directly treated in the con‐
straints, for a building with many stories, it is not convenient to implement. In this paper, a novel method to estimate
residual top displacements of steel frames at different hazard levels is developed. A three‐level performance‐based
optimization model is proposed. The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, three performance levels and asso‐
ciated three hazard levels are defined. In section 3, elastic and inelastic demand spectra in AD format are obtained
based on elastic acceleration response spectrum in EC8. In section 4, a proposed method to obtain capacity spec‐
trum diagram is developed based on the N2 method. Compared with the N2 method, the proposed method use
only one pushover analysis until steel frames yield. It also doesn’t need any engineering judgements to get the
yield point. In section 5, reduction factor and ductility factor are determined. In section 6, an estimate method of
residual top displacement is developed for three‐level performance‐based design. In section 7, computational pro‐
cedure of residual top displacement is given in detail. In section 8, a three‐level performance‐based optimization
model is formulated based on the residual top displacements. Finally, as the illustration of the developed approach,
optimal design of a 3‐story 2‐bay steel frame is demonstrated using ANSYS software.

2 DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE AND HAZARD LEVELS
The performance targets are specified limits on any response parameters, i.e., top displacement, inter‐story
drifts, stresses, strains, etc., at relevant performance levels. The performance objectives require that the structural
seismic demands are equal to or less than performance targets at relevant performance levels. The top displace‐
ment of the MDOF system is a good indicator of the global deformation of the buildings subjected to earthquake
loading. The top displacement is often taken as the global seismic demand in performance based design Kreslin
and Fajfar, 2012; Fajfar, 1999, 2000, 2002; Ghobarah, 2001; Zou and Chan, 2005; Gencturk and Elnashai, 2008 .
However, the top displacement can not reveal the global damage degree of the buildings subjected to severe ground
motions. The residual top displacement is not only a good indicator of the global deformation of the buildings sub‐
jected to earthquake loading, but also can reveal the global damage degree of the buildings subjected to severe
ground motions. In multi‐level performance based design, the residual deformation of the buildings is present at
the life safety and collapse prevention levels. In this paper, the seismic demand of steel frame is the residual top
displacement. The limits on residual top displacement are performance targets. The performance objectives require
that the residual top displacement of steel frame is equal to or less than the limits on residual top displacement at
relevant performance levels. The three performance levels, corresponding damage states and limits on residual top
displacement are defined in Table 1. The performance levels are associated with earthquake hazard and design
levels. Three earthquake hazard levels associated with the three performance levels are proposed in Table 2.

3 SEISMIC DEMAND DIAGRAM
According to the preceding definition, the seismic demand diagram is the elastic acceleration response spec‐
trum at serviceability level, and inelastic acceleration response spectra at life‐safety protection and collapse pre‐
vention levels.
Table 1: Three performance levels, corresponding damage states and limits on residual displacement.
Performance levels

Damage states

Limits on residual top displacement

Serviceability

No damage

Life safety

Moderate damage and repairable

Collapse prevention

Severe damage

 1 
 D tp   0
cm
 2  
 D tp   5
cm
 3  
 D tp   1 5

Table 2: Proposed earthquake hazard levels.
Earthquake
frequency

Return period
for years

Probability
of exceedance

Frequent

43

50% in 30 years

Occasional

72

50% in 50 years

a g 2 

0.40g

Rare

475

10% in 50 years

a g3 

0.60g
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3.1 Horizontal elastic acceleration response spectrum in AD format
The elastic response acceleration spectrum

Sae T  for the horizontal components of seismic action is defined

in Eurocode 8 European Committee for Standardization, 2004 as

 T

0  T  TB : Sae T   ag S 1   2.5  1 
 TB

TB  T  TC : Sae T   2.5ag S
T
TC  T  TD : Sae T   2.5ag S C
T
TT
TD  T  4s : Sae T   2.5ag S C 2D
T
where

1

Sae T  is the elastic response spectrum; T is the vibration period of a linear single‐degree‐of‐freedom

system;

ag is the design ground acceleration on type A ground; T B is the lower limit of the period of the constant

spectral acceleration branch; T C is the upper limit of the period of the constant spectral acceleration branch; T D

is the value defining the beginning of the constant displacement response range of the spectrum; S is the soil factor
and  is the damping correction factor with a reference value of   1 for 5% viscous damping ratio. For ground
type A, S  1.0 , T B  0 .1 5 s, T C  0 .4 s, T D  2 .0 s.
For an elastic SDOF system, the displacement response spectrum is
S de T  

where

T2
S ae T 
4 2

2

Sde T  is the value in the displacement spectrum corresponding to the period T and a fixed viscous

damping ratio.
Elastic response spectrum in AD format is obtained by Eqs. 1 and 2 . For the horizontal elastic acceleration
response spectrum defined in EC8, the cut‐off period is obviously 2 s in AD format.
3.2 Horizontal inelastic acceleration response spectrum in AD format
The relationship between inelastic response spectrum and elastic response spectrum Vidic et al., 1994 is

S a T  

Sd  T  
where

S ae T 
R


R

3

Sde T 

4

Sd T  and Sa T  are the values in the displacement and acceleration spectra, respectively,

corresponding to the period

T

and a fixed viscous damping ratio 5% .

R is the reduction factor and  is

ductility factor.
By substituting Eqs. 3 and 4 into Eq. 2 , we obtain the inelastic response spectrum function in AD format,
S d T   

T2
S a T 
4 2

5

For a bilinear spectrum,

R  ( 1)

T
1 T
TC

 TC
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R  

7

T  TC

The reduction factor

R and the ductility factor  are related to both the structural response and the elastic

acceleration response spectrum.

4 STRUCTURAL CAPACITY DIAGRAM
4.1 Base shear‐Top displacement diagram MDOF system
The nonlinear static analysis also called pushover analysis is used to obtain the base shear force V ‐top
displacement D t diagram for MDOF system. A monotonically increasing pattern of lateral forces is applied to
structures in pushover analysis. A planar steel frame shown in Figure 1 is assumed where n is the number of the
story, the height of the i th story is hi and the mass of the i th story is m i . The inverted triangular load pattern with
maximum loading at top and zero loading at the ground level is employed in this paper. It is assumed that the lateral
force at the i th story shown in Figure 1 is proportional to the component of the assumed displacement shape  i
weighted by the story mass m i Fajfar and Gaspersic, 1996 ,
8

Pi  p m i  i

where the component of the assumed displacement shape  i is
i

i 

h

k

k 1
n

9

h

k

k 1

where p controls the magnitude of the lateral loads of steel frames. The displacement shape follows the first
vibration mode of the building.
Therefore, the base shear force V is
n

n

i 1

i 1

V   Pi  p mi i  pm
where

10

n

m  mi i is the equivalent mass of the SDOF system.


i 1
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Figure 1: n‐story steel frame.
The equal loading steps are applied to steel frame in pushover analysis. The loading step size  Pi at the i th
story is

 Pi 

p
mi  i   pmi  i
c

11

p
, and c is a constant integer.
c
The increment of base shear force is

where p 

n

V   Pi

12

i 1

In the base shear force V

‐top displacement D t diagram shown in Figure 2,

Vj and Dtj are the incre‐

ment of base shear force and increment of top displacement at the j th load step, respectively.

Figure 2: V - D t diagram.
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4.2 The F ‐ D diagram, yield point and elastic period equivalent SDOF system
The displacement of the equivalent SDOF system is

D 

Dt


13

The base shear force of the equivalent SDOF system is

F 

V


where

14

 is a constant and calculated as

n



m 
i 1
n

i

m 
i 1

i

i



2
i

m
n

m 
i 1

i

15
2
i

Provided that both shear force V

and top displacement D t

are divided by

, the force ‐ displacement

relationship determined for the MDOF system, i.e., V ‐ D t diagram, becomes the shear force and displacement re‐




lationship for the equivalent SDOF system, i.e., the shear force F and displacement D diagram shown in Figure 3.





Figure 3: F ‐ D diagram.
In Figure 3,

Fj and Dj are shear force increment and displacement increment of the equivalent SDOF sys‐

tem at the j th load step, respectively.
 F j 
 D j 

V j

 Dtj


16
17

In this paper, the steel frame is assumed to yield if the following inequalities are true at the
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 F y
 F1

 D1
 D y

18

OR

Dy  D1

19

where  is a constant and greater than 1. For structure steel, the modulus of elasticity is much greater than the
tangent modulus, in this paper,   2 or bigger can be enough to judge that the yielding happens.




Therefore, the displacement at the yield point in F ‐ D diagram is
y

Dy   Dk

20

k 1





The shear force at the yield point in F ‐ D diagram is
y

Fy   Fk

21

k 1





In this paper, the post‐yield stiffness is idealized to be zero Aschheim and Black 2000 . The idealized F ‐ D
diagram is shown in Figure 4. The elastic period of the idealized bilinear system can be calculated as

T   2

m Dy

22

Fy





Figure 4: Idealized F ‐ D diagram thick line .
4.3 Capacity diagram in AD format
The capacity diagram in AD format shown in Figure 5 is obtained by dividing the forces in the force‐defor‐


mation diagram, i.e., the idealized F ‐ D diagram, by the equivalent mass m .
Sa 

F
m
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In this paper, the pushover analysis is used until the steel frames yield and the capacity diagram is obtained. It
is relatively easier to succeed in performing pushover analysis until a steel frame yields than until the frame col‐
lapses. It doesn’t need any engineering judgements to get the yield point. Therefore, it can make the optimization
process uninterrupted.

Figure 5: Capacity diagram in AD format.

5 DETERMINATION OF REDUCTION FACTOR AND DUCTILITY FACTOR
Elastic response spectrum in AD format, inelastic spectrum in AD format and capacity diagram in AD format
are plotted in the same picture shown in Figure 6

T  TC or Figure 7 T  TC . The reduction factor

R u is de‐

fined as the ratio between the accelerations corresponding to the elastic and inelastic systems,

S ae (T  )
Ru 
S ay
where

24

Sae (T ) is the acceleration value of the elastic spectrum diagram at the period T  and Say is the yield

acceleration shown in Figure 6 or Figure 7.
If

Say  Sae (T  ) , i.e.,

  1 when
If

Ru  1 , the steel frame response is elastic. Therefore, the ductility factor

is

25

Ru  1

Say  Sae (T  ) , i.e.,



Ru  1 , the steel frame response is inelastic. The ductility factor



can be calculated as

follows:
If

T  TC shown in Figure 6 ,



S d S de (T  ) Sae (T  )


 Ru
Dy
Dy
S ay

where

Sde (T ) is the displacement value of the elastic spectrum at the period T  and

26
S d is displacement value at

the intersection of the inelastic spectrum diagram and capacity diagram shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
If

T  TC shown in Figure 7 ,

   R   1

TC
1
T
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Figure 6: Elastic spectrum AD format, inelastic spectrum AD format and capacity diagram

T   TC .

Figure 7: Elastic spectrum AD format, inelastic spectrum AD format and capacity diagram

T  TC .

6 ESTIMATE OF RESIDUAL DEFORMATION
For the case of three performance levels i.e., serviceability, life safety, and collapse prevention , the three
corresponding structural characteristics i.e., stiffness, strength and deformation capacity dominate the perfor‐
mances as shown in Figure 8. The typical performance curve of the steel frames shown in Figure 8 indicates that no
residual top displacement is present at serviceability level, moderate and tolerable residual top displacement is
present at life‐safety level, and large residual top displacement is present at collapse prevention level. Although the
permanent deformation exists at life safety and collapse prevention levels, the steel frame is in strong hardening
phase at serviceability and in weak hardening phase at collapse prevention, respectively.

Latin American Journal of Solids and Structures, 2018, 15 1 , e07
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Figure 8: Typical performance curve of steel frames.
The displacement demand of the equivalent SDOF system can be determined from the definition of ductility as

Sd   Dy*

28

The displacement demand of the equivalent SDOF system is transformed back to the top displacement of the
MDOF system,

Dt  Sd   D*y

29

If the steel frame is at elastic phase the ductility factor   1 , No residual top displacement is present after
earthquake, i.e.,

Dtp  0 .

If the steel frame is at inelastic and hardening phase the ductility factor   1 as shown in Figure 9, accord‐




ing to the idealized F ‐ D diagram, the residual displacement demand of the equivalent SDOF system can be esti‐
mated as

Dp   Dy  De   Dy 
where

D1 
Fy
F1

30

De is the elastic displacement.





Figure 9: Real and idealized F ‐ D diagram.
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If the steel frame is still at hardening phase as shown in Figure 9, the estimated value of the residual top dis‐
placement of the steel frame

Dp is greater than the real residual top displacement Dh . Therefore, the estimated

value of the residual top displacement is conservative in Eq. 30 .
The residual displacement of the equivalent SDOF system is transformed back to the top residual displacement
of the MDOF system,


D1  
Dtp   D p     D y 
Fy 
F1



31

As shown in Figure 8, the steel frame is in elastic phase at serviceability, in strong hardening phase and in weak
hardening phase at life safety and collapse prevention levels, respectively. Therefore, the residual top displacement
of steel frame at serviceability, life safety and collapse prevention levels, can be estimated as: if   1 ,

Dtp  0 , if

  1 , the residual top displacement is calculated by using Eq. 31 .
7 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR RESIDUAL TOP DISPLACEMENT
The Eq. 31 is used to estimate the residual top displacement of the MDOF system when the steel frame re‐
sponse is at elastic phase or inelastic and hardening phase. The detail of computational procedure is:
Step 1 Perform pushover analysis with the equal loading step size controlled by Eq. 11 until the steel frame
yields Inequalities Eq. 18 or Eq. 19 is true .
Step 2 Obtain the yield point D y , Fy using Eq. 20 and Eq. 21 .







Step 3 Calculate the elastic period T of the equivalent SDOF system using Eq. 22 .
Step 4 Calculate the reduction factor R u with Eq. 24 .
Step 5 If Ru  1 , then   1 , the residual top displacement is



with Eq. 26

if

Dtp  0 . If

Ru  1 , calculate the reduction factor

T   TC or Eq. 27 if T  TC . Estimate the residual top displacement Dtp using Eq. 31 .

8 THREE‐LEVEL PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The type A ground motion is defined with the elastic acceleration response spectrum according to Eq. 1 ,
which has been normalized to peak ground acceleration

ag equal to ag1 , a g 2  and a g 3 at frequent, occasional and

rare earthquake, respectively. The design ground accelerations for the three level performances depend on differ‐
ent design codes and can be chosen by structural engineers. The residual top displacements of steel frames can be
1

 2

estimated by the computational procedure in section 7. The residual top displacements are denoted as Dtp , Dtp
 3

and Dtp at frequent, occasional and rare earthquake, respectively.  Dtp1  ,  D tp 2   and  D tp 3   are the limits on



 

residual top displacements related to serviceability, life safety and collapse prevention levels, respectively.
The three‐level performance optimization model is proposed as

Find d
Min M  d 
1
1
S .T . Dtp   d    Dtp  

Dtp   d    Dtp  
2

2

32

3
3
Dtp   d    Dtp  

di  di  di

 i  1, 2,, N 
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where d and

M  d  are the vector of design variables and mass of steel frame, respectively.

d i , d i , and

d i are

the i th design variable, its lower and upper boundary, respectively. N is the number of design variables. The
1

 2

 3

residual top displacements Dtp , Dtp , and Dtp

are dependent on the vector of design variables d .

In this paper, the first‐order optimization method of ANSYS is employed to solve the optimization model of Eq.
32 . In the first‐order optimization method, the sensitivity analysis technique is used to construct optimization
algorithm and determine the searching direction. ANSY uses the finite‐difference methods to perform sensitivity
analysis. The first‐order method converts the constrained optimization problem into a series of unconstrained op‐
timization problems by using penalty function methods. According to the lateral load pattern of Eq. 8 , the relation
between the residual top displacements

Dtpj  j  1, 2,3 and residual inter‐story drifts

 i  1, 2,, n  is

n

D   dri
j
tp

d ri

33

i 1

Assumed that the k th story of the structure is weak/soft story, the residual inter‐story drift of the k th story is
the dominant component in the contribution to the residual top displacement.

Dtpj  drk

34

The design variable of columns at the k th story is d k . Differentiating Eq. 34 with respect to design variable
d k , we have

Dtpj
d k



drk
d k

35

Since the k th story of the structure is weak/soft story, the first order sensitivity
Eq. 35 , the first order sensitivity of residual top displacement, i.e.,

 D tpj
d k

drk
will be very large. In
d k

, will become very large. The design with

weak/soft story is impossible to be chosen as the optimum design.
Therefore, although there are no explicit constraints on inter‐story drifts in three‐level performance optimi‐
zation model of Eq. 32 , the inter‐story drifts local seismic demand are indirectly constrained by using residual
top displacement constraints, lateral load pattern inverted triangle and sensitivity analysis technique.

9 EXAMPLE
9.1 Optimal design of a 3‐story 2‐bay steel frame
A three‐story two‐bay steel frame shown in Figure 10 is fixed at the ground. The height of the first, second and
third stories are h1  5 .4 m , h 2  3 .6 m and h 3  3 .6 m , respectively. The steel frame consists of 4 groups includ‐
ing B1, C1, C2, and C3 shown in Figure 10. All the members are H‐shape section shown in Figure 10. The design
variables are the size of flanges and webs also shown in Figure 10. The design variable vector is

d   hbf , t bf , hbw , t bw , h1cf , t1cf , h1cw , t1cw , h2 cf , t 2 cf , h2 cw , t 2 cw , h3 cf , t3 cf , h3 cw , t3 cw 
The Beam189 element is used to analyze the steel frame. Beam189 is a 3‐D 3‐node element. This element is
well‐suited for linear, large rotation, and large strain nonlinear analysis. The Beam element is developed by Simo
and Vu‐Quoc 1986 , and Ibrahimbegovic 1995 . The pushover analysis is carried out using ANSYS software. The
properties of material are defined as: Modulus of elasticity E  200 GPa , Poisson’s ratio   0.3 , Yield stress

 y  235 MPa and Secant modulus of plasticity

E s  1 .0 3 5 M P a , Density   7 8 5 7 k g /m 3 . The mass of every

floor is assumed to be 1000 kg. The design space, i.e., lower and upper limits, is shown in Table 3.

Latin American Journal of Solids and Structures, 2018, 15 1 , e07
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Table 3: Design space, initial and optimum designs.
Initial
design
Flange width
Flange thickness
Web depth
Web thickness
Flange width
Flange thickness
Column
C1 mm
Web depth
Web thickness
Flange width
Column
Flange thickness
C2 mm
Web depth
Web thickness
Flange width
Flange thickness
Column
C3 mm
Web depth
Web thickness
Structural mass kg

Beam
B1 mm

Period of SDOF,

T ,

Yield displacement of SDOF,

s

Dy ,

cm

1st level
2nd level
3rd level
1st level
2nd level
3rd level

Ductility factor,



Top displace‐
ment, D t , cm

Optimum
design

150
17
400
14
150
17
400
14
150
17
400
14
150
17
400
14
6218
0.164

130
12
319
7
147
16
431
11
143
14
355
11
143
14
349
11
4014
0.216

9.13

11.10

1.000
1.000
1.176
3.10
8.25
13.57

1.000
1.039
1.985
4.42
14.59
27.88

1

Design space
Lower
limits
100
8
205
6
100
5
250
4
100
5
250
4
100
5
250
4

Note:

 2

Upper lim‐
its
180
22
600
20
180
22
600
20
180
22
600
20
180
22
600
20

Dt   Dy
 3

In this example, the peak ground accelerations are assumed as ag  0.15 g , a g  0.4 g and a g  0.6 g
at frequent, occasional and rare earthquake, respectively. The limits on residual top displacements are assumed as
 D tp1   0 ,  D tp 2    5 cm, and  D tp 3    1 5 cm.












The first‐order optimization method of ANSYS is employed to solve the optimization model of Eq. 32 . The
first‐order method will perform a maximum of 30 iterations upon execution, using a line search step equal to 100%
of the maximum possible value, and a 0.200% difference applied to the design variables to obtain the first‐order
sensitivity. The tolerance of the objective function is 10 kg, i.e., the algorithm converges if the difference between
the two adjacent objective values, achieved by the adjacent two linear searching, is less than 10 kg. Starting with
the initial design shown in Table 3, the first‐order optimization method converges at the sixth iteration to obtain
the optimum design shown in Table 3. In the optimization process, the frame mass, ductility factor, and residual top
displacements at the serviceability, life safety and collapse prevention levels are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13,
respectively.
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Figure 10: Three‐story steel frame with H‐shape sections of members.
9.2 Observation of optimum design
Table 3 shows that the residual top displacement of the optimum design at collapse prevention level is 14.68
cm and the upper limit of the design space is 15 cm, and the residual top displacement of the optimum design at life
safety level is 1.40 cm and the upper limit of the design space is 5 cm. Therefore, the constraint of the residual top
displacement is active at collapse prevention level, not active at life safety level. If the constraint upper limit of
residual top displacement at collapse prevention level in this mathematical model is changed, the different optimum
design will be achieved. The optimum design is compared with the initial design shown in Table 3, and in Figures
11, 12 and 13. The mass of optimum design decreases. The period and yield displacement of the equivalent SDOF
increase, the ductility factor increases, and the top displacements of the steel frame at serviceability, life safety, and
collapse prevention levels increase.

Table 4: Inter‐story drifts of optimum design units: cm .
1st‐story

2nd‐story

3rd‐story

Serviceability level

1.79

1.56

1.07

Life safety level

6.18

5.08

3.33

Collapse prevention level

13.53

9.14

5.25

Table 5: Inter‐story drift ratio of optimum design.
1st‐story

2nd‐story

3rd‐story

Serviceability level

0.003

0.004

0.003

Life safety level

0.011

0.014

0.009

Collapse prevention level

0.025

0.025

0.015
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Figure 11: Objective function variation in optimization process.
In the design codes, the inter‐story drifts must be verified to satisfy the limitations. Therefore, the pushover
analyses of the optimum design should be used once again. According to the top displacements shown in Table 3,
the pushover analysis stops if the top displacement is equal or greater than 27.88 cm at collapse prevention level,
equal or greater than 14.59 cm at life safety level, equal or greater than 4.42 cm at serviceability level. The results
show that the pushover analysis stops at 27.92 cm, 14.595 cm, and 4.424 cm, at collapse prevention, life safety, and
serviceability levels, respectively. The inter‐story drifts of the optimum design at collapse prevention, life safety,
and serviceability levels are listed in Table 4. The pushover analysis process at collapse prevention level is shown
in Figure 14. The diagrams of top displacement, inter‐story drifts shown in Figure 14 indicate that the steel frame
is at the hardening phase at collapse prevention level. Therefore, the estimated method of the residual top displace‐
ment proposed in this paper is reasonable. The inter‐story drift and top displacement diagrams of the optimum
design at serviceability, life safety, and collapse prevention levels are shown in Figure 15. The inter‐story drift ratios
of the optimum design in Table 5 indicate that the distribution of inter‐story drift ratios are relatively uniform at
serviceability, life safety, and collapse prevention levels, respectively.

Figure 12: Ductility factor variation in optimization process.
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Figure 13: Residual top displacement variation in optimization process.

Figure 14: Pushover analysis to top displacement 27.92 cm

27.88 cm

for optimum design.
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Figure 15: Inter‐story drifts and top displacement of 1st, 2nd and 3rd performance levels
9.3 Discussions
It is generally accepted that the damage of structure is strain and displacement related. The residual top dis‐
placement can directly measure the global damage of structures subjected to the different earthquake hazard levels.
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The estimate method of residual top displacement assumes that the steel frame is in hardening phase before it
collapses. In this paper, the estimate method of residual top displacement only needs the displacement and base
shear force at yield point. Therefore, the pushover analysis is used until steel frame yields Inequalities Eq. 18 or
Eq. 19 is true . The computational time to get the yield point is far less than that to use pushover analysis until
the structure collapses. On the other hand, it is not easy to succeed in demonstrating pushover analysis until struc‐
tures collapse because the different structures will be produced in the optimization process. However, it is easy to
succeed in implementing pushover analysis until structures yield. Therefore, the optimization process will not be
interrupted. The estimate method of residual top displacement can be used in optimization design of steel frames
at serviceability, life safety, and collapse prevention levels. With the aid of Eq. 30 and Figure 9, it can be observed
that the estimated value of residual top displacement is greater than the real residual top displacement. Therefore,
the estimate method of residual top displacement is conservative. The residual top displacement can be calculated
using the computational procedure discussed in Section 7.
1

The input peak ground accelerations, i.e., ag

2

serviceability , a g

 3

life‐safety , and a g

collapse prevention

are often given in the design codes. Therefore, it is only necessary to determine the limits on residual top displace‐
ments, i.e.,  Dtp1  ,  D tp 2   and  D tp 3   , in the optimization model Eq. 32 . Then the optimization design of steel


 







frames can be implemented. The example in this paper just shows how to implement a three‐level performance‐
based optimization method of steel frames. Structural engineers should set up structural parameters and the limits
on residual top displacements in real practice according to real structure and local design code, respectively.
The inverted triangular load pattern is in principle inaccurate for structures where higher mode effects are
significant. It is accurate enough for structures where the first mode is dominant. Because of the fact that the non
linear analysis pushover analysis is based on a time‐independent displacement shape, it may not detect the struc‐
tural weaknesses which may be generated when the structures’ dynamics characteristics change after the for‐
mation of the first local plastic mechanism.
Many researches Fajfar, 1999, 2000, 2002; Kreslin and Fajfar, 2012 indicate that the results obtained by
using the N2 method are reasonably accurate provided that the structure oscillates predominantly in the first mode.
Therefore, the N2 method has been implemented in Eurocode 8 European Committee for Standardization, 2004 .
The estimate method of residual top displacement proposed in this paper is direct developed based on the N2
method. For most building structures, the first mode always dominates the vibration. The residual top displacement
obtained by using the estimate method proposed in this paper is reasonably accurate for performance based design.
The restriction of the proposed method in this paper is the same as the N2 method Fajfar 2000 .

10 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an estimate method of residual top displacement has been developed for steel frames subjected
to three earthquake hazard levels. A three‐level performance‐based optimization model is proposed based on the
estimate method of residual top displacement. The main conclusions are

(1) The estimate method of residual top displacement needs to use pushover analysis until steel frames yield. The residual top displacement
is estimated by using the yield displacement value and yield loading value at the yield point. The estimated value of the residual top
displacement obtained by the proposed method is greater than the real residual top displacement. The estimated value of residual
top displacement is conservative.
(2) The computational time to get the yield point is far less than to get the collapse point. It is relatively easier to succeed in implementing
pushover analysis until steel frame yields than until the frame collapses. It also doesn’t need any engineering judgements to get the
yield point and the optimization process will not be interrupted in the proposed method.
(3) A three-level performance-based optimization model is proposed in this paper. In the optimization model, the peak ground accelerations
related to three earthquake hazard levels and the limits on residual top displacement related to the three performance levels are
required to start optimization design. The peak ground accelerations are often given in design codes. However, the limits on
residual top displacement related to life safety and collapse prevention levels should be further investigated in the future.
(4) The pushover analyses of the optimum design indicate that the steel frame is at elastic phase at serviceability level, at inelastic and
hardening phases at life safety and collapse prevention levels. It means that the assumption of residual top displacement is reliable
when it is used in three-level performance-based optimization model.
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